Former farm manager Jonathan
Hawthorne holds Cruzin Riptide, one of
three stallions in the breeding program
at the penitentiary. Prison Enterprises
is an American Quarter Horse
Association Ranching Heritage Breeder.

Outside the F

The Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola,
Louisiana, was once called the “Alcatraz of
the South.”
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Prison employees and
inmates work together
to bring cattle to the
catch pens.

Louisiana’s Angola Prison raises cattle and
American Quarter Horses to use in one of its
rehabilitation programs. It gives inmates a
chance to learn the cowboy life.
By Katie Frank
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or a place that has no perimeter fencing, Louisiana
State Penitentiary at Angola, Louisiana, is hard to leave.
But the country’s largest maximum-security prison
really doesn’t need artificial barriers when the Mississippi River runs on three sides, and the fourth side faces steep
hills known as the Tunica Hills Wildlife Management Area. If
the guards don’t find an escapee first, the alligators could.

“Most people, when they drive in,
they notice there’s no boundaries,” says
Danny Hoover, agriculture manager for
Prison Enterprises, a correctional
program that teaches and employs
criminal offenders within industry,
service and agricultural trades. “It
amazes so many people that there are
only natural boundaries.”
The Southern twang in Hoover’s
voice affirms he’s from the east side
of the Mississippi River. Folks on the
west side of the river usually speak
with a Cajun accent. He grew up near
Holden, Louisiana, where his family
had open-range cattle and some
horses, and has lived in Baton Rouge
since college.
“I don’t know what a good horse is,”
he jokes. “But I know what a sorry one
is because I’ve rode plenty of them
growing up.”
Hoover’s experience with livestock
prepared him well for his role at Prison
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Enterprises, a division of the Louisiana
Department of Public Safety and
Corrections. Angola is one of eight
correctional facilities at which it
operates across the state.
“We work all the state rules on
purchasing, but we make our own
funds,” Hoover explains.
Hoover drives a state-issued white truck
over levees stacked with sandbags and
around tiger-striped Brahma-cross cattle
grazing next to the road. He answers a call
from Jonathan Hawthorne, farm supervisor of the horse operation, who is looking
for a lost bull with a crew of horseback
inmates, and LSP Farm Supervisor Dylan
Reames. The two coordinate to meet at the
stable to discuss the day’s work.
All offenders who come to the prison
are assigned a job, be it in the fields
picking beans, in the shop making
license plates, or gathering cattle on the
prison’s 18,000 acres. The latter is a task
reserved for the most trusted.
W ESTER N H O R SEM A N

PE’s mission is to “lower the cost of
incarceration by providing job opportunities to offenders” and producing products that can be sold for profit. Through
education and accountability within
those jobs, PE supports the state’s
Reentry Initiative, designed to help
inmates integrate back into society
through basic work-readiness and
money management programs,
substance abuse education and
treatment, and parenting and angermanagement classes.
In addition to lowering incarceration
costs, another goal at PE is to lower the
recidivism, or reentry, rate of prisoners
should they become eligible to return to
civilian life.
Angola has a grim reputation—one
based on a history of brutality, racial
tension and corruption. It’s been
dubbed the “Alcatraz of the South” and
the “bloodiest prison in America.” It
has worked for years to re-establish
itself as a just and safe institution, but
recognizes its history in a public
museum that sits just outside the
prison’s entrance.
In a place that feels heavy with guilt
and fear, there’s also a sense of hope,
which is unexpected considering most of
the men are serving life sentences with no
chance of parole.

CHRISTINE HAMILTON

LEFT: After years of raising draft-type horses for the state’s mounted police program, the program now focuses on breeding Quarter Horses to use at the
prison. RIGHT: Five Louisiana correctional facilities raise livestock. Angola’s herd consists of 2,300 head of Angus, Brahma and Hereford cross cattle.
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RIGHT: James Blackburn, an inmate at Angola, rides along the levee helping a crew of offenders find a missing bull. The men work six days a week,
typically 13 hours a day.

KATIE FRANK

RANGE HERD REGIME

The truck approaches the group of riders
as they line out along a tall stream bank.
Though the ground is soaked with
seepage from the river, the horses don’t
mind and trudge through the mud.
There’s no sign of the missing bull.
Horses and cattle live on five Louisiana
prison facilities, and all of the facilities
coordinate to background cattle and
rotate bulls, heifers and calves.
The horse and cattle operation at
Angola is collectively known as Range
Herd. Prison Enterprises, which includes
Range Herd, became an American
Quarter Horse Association Ranching
Heritage Breeder three years ago.
The Ranching Heritage Breeder
program recognizes the efforts of those
who breed and raise horses to work cattle.
Ranches must own at least five AQHA
broodmares that are used to produce the
remuda, and horses from those breeders
are eligible for exclusive classes and sales.
Prison Enterprise’s start to becoming a
Ranching Heritage Breeder came about
after an employee trip to Texas.
“It started with a visit to Waggoner
Ranch to look at mares,” Hoover recalls
of the trip to the historic Texas ranch.
“We asked [horse division manager]
Trace Cribbs what the qualifications
were to become Ranching Heritage
M ARCH 2018
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Breeders. We thought, ‘Heck, we fit that.’
At that point we decided that’s what we’d
do, because we’re a ranch, and we use
horses on the ranch.”
Horses have long been used at the
prison, which became a state penitentiary
in 1901. Prior to that, several plantation
owners farmed on the land and leased
convicts from the state for labor.
“Back in the day, the prison was
mostly a sugar cane plantation and the
inmates had to work the different
sections,” explains Jeremy Dixon, a
security officer sitting in the back seat of
the truck as Hoover drives toward the
horse barn. Dixon is also earning a
master’s degree in criminal justice at the
University of Mississippi and studying
recidivism rates.
“Angola was originally made up of
five plantations, with Angola [plantation] being the largest, so that’s why
they named the whole place after it,” he
says. “They had small levees built by the
slaves and work-release inmates. After
the boll weevil came through and
destroyed the cotton crop, [the land
owner] decided to sell. And the state
bought the land for super cheap and
started to farm sugar cane.”
With the acquired land, the state
moved its prison from Baton Rouge
north to Feliciana Parish.
W ESTER N H O R SEM A N

Dixon is a walking history book and
proud of his family’s connection to
Angola: He is the fifth generation to work
as an employee on the grounds. The
prison’s canine unit is named after
Dixon’s great-grandfather named Connie
Conrad “Captain” Dixon. He trained the
dogs used to track escaped inmates. He
would be horseback, trailing the pack.
Horses are no longer used to track
escapees or work with the canine unit,
but are still critical to guarding the prison.
“ ‘Big stripes’ is an old term for
higher-class offenders, and that’s why
they’re under armed guard out there in
the field,” he says, pointing to a stout
Quarter Horse standing calmly 50
yards from a crew picking beans. An
armed guard sits in the saddle and
keeps his eyes locked ahead. “The gun
guards act as their own perimeter, an
imaginary line.”
Almost every horse is homebred and
raised at the prison. The horse program
used to be massive, with several hundred
broodmares, from draft crosses and
Quarter Horses to donkeys. At that time,
Angola provided all of the mounted
patrol officers in the state with some type
of draft cross. Due to a budget cut several
years ago, the prison culled most of the
herd and focused on Quarter Horses. It
now has a total of 55 head, which
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includes broodmares, stallions,
yearlings and using horses.
“Our goal now is to supply good
horses for us to use,” says Hoover.
“What we have left are our best
broodmares and better studs. Six
of them are mares we got from
Waggoner [Ranch]. Most of the
mares have foundation-type
breeding with a lot of Poco Bueno
and Doc Bar.”
In addition to being ridden by
security officers, the horses are
used to manage 2,300 head of
cattle. Just like PE’s metal fabrication, office furniture or mattress
factory programs, Range Herd is
operated by offenders and is
expected to make a profit.
Range Herd currently employs
26 inmates, and the eligibility
requirements to work within the
program are stiff.
“They have to be here 10 years
before they can make trustee,” says
Hoover. He explains that inmates
are divided into Classes A, B and C,
with Class A holding the most
privileges, such as leaving the razor
wire-enclosed camps in which they
are housed with permission, but
without supervision. Offenders
must work their way up the trustee
ladder, and one write-up can
knock them out of the coveted
classification.
“They get to be outside the
[camp] fences,” says Dixon. “But if
they mess up, they start back over.
Back to the cell blocks.”

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY

Hoover pulls up to the barn and
parks the truck. A few minutes
later, a truck and stock trailer pulls
up. Jonathan Hawthorne, the farm
supervisor over the horse division
and a former Waggoner Ranch
employee, helps offenders unload
the horses.
“He left Waggoner Ranch in
probably one of the worst droughts
in history, then he came down here
to one of the worst floods in
history,” Hoover says.
Three years later, Hawthorne
seems to have adjusted to the
boggy conditions.
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“The ground we’re riding
through, you can’t drive,” he says.
“You can get a tractor stuck in it.
So if we have to get cattle out or
gather bulls, then we have to go
out and put a rope on them to drag
them out.”
Hawthorne is in charge of
managing the overall care,
breeding and training of the
horses. He breaks colts, designates
jobs and teaches basic riding skills
to inmates.
He explains that since the pool
of riders is limited in experience,
the horses must be able to make
up the difference.
“We want horses anybody can
ride,” says Hawthorne. “With the
inmates, most don’t know
anything about horses. They don’t
know how to ride or rope. For a
program like this, we need horses
that can not only be roped [on],
but they need to be able to take
care of their rider.”
The quality is reflected in the
breeding program carefully
planned by Hoover and Hawthorne, though they admit it’s a
hard balance to strike. They need a
horse athletic enough to withstand
the physical demands of the job
and terrain, but quiet enough to be
patient with beginner riders.
Hawthorne says lately they’ve
incorporated currently popular
performance bloodlines into
their herd.
Hoover says Jim Ware, owner of
Triangle Sales in Oklahoma, is “an
old Louisiana boy” who was
instrumental in getting donated
breedings from some of today’s
top-notch stallions.
“Jim knows about stallion
power, and knew we were trying to
improve our horses. When he saw
what we wanted to do, he
appreciated that, and knew how
hard it was for us to do as a state
agency,” says Hoover. “We can’t
afford to go out and buy a good
stallion. We can’t go out and buy
expensive breedings without some
help and donations.”
From that gesture, mares were
soon crossed with the likes of
W ESTER N H O R SEM A N

Jeremy Dixon (left), is a guard at Angola, and is getting his
master’s degree from the University of Mississippi. Danny Hoover
is the agriculture manager for Prison Enterprises, a correctional
program within the penitentiary.

Every inmate is assigned a job, whether it’s picking vegetables
in the fields or, with a record of good behavior, working with
cattle and horses

“I answer phones, keep track of the tagging, and all the
bookwork for the cattle and horses,” says Kyle Hebert, Range
Herd’s clerk, who is serving 40 years for attempted first-degree
murder. “I’m responsible for all tack inventory, hay, feed,
medicine, wormers, and when the vet comes to do blood work,
everything is documented.”
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FROM LEFT: After participating in the prison’s rodeo for several years, Travis “Bucket Head” Johnson was promoted to a Class A Trustee. He now
rides horses and helps cowboy during brandings, tagging and other ranch work. • Alligators lurk in the Mississippi River, which surrounds three
sides of Louisiana State Penitentiary. • An armed guard stands watch over offenders as they work in the fields. Nearly all of the horses working at
the prison are bred and raised there.

Rockin W, winner of the 2009 National
Cutting Horse Association Futurity;
Bamacat, the 2015 NCHA world
champion stallion; and Bet Hesa Cat, the
2011 NCHA open world champion. All of
the stallions currently stand at the Four
Sixes Ranch in Guthrie, Texas.
But the generosity didn’t end there.
The Waggoner Ranch donated breedings
to its 2005 gray stallion, Cat Man Do, a
proven sire and two-time AQHA World
Show finalist. Smart Lena Boon’s owner,
Kip DeFoor, also gifted breedings.
Because the program is state-run, PE
can sell horses only through public
auctions. When they had more horses,
PE would sell them on a regular basis,
but since they’ve downsized the herd
it’s less common.
“If we have some extra [horses] that we
may get a lot of money for, we may sell
them,” says Hawthorne.
Based on recent sale numbers, the
formula seems to be working.
“About three years ago we were
averaging about $400 a head. That’s
counting old horses, yearlings, colts,
everything,” says Hawthorne. “But in
November 2016 we averaged $1,100 a
head. [In 2015], our highest seller was
$4,500. In 2016 it was $12,000. We’ve been
increasing our sale prices because people
are getting to know us a little better.”
Hawthorne leads out the young
stallion Cruzin Riptide, a 2014 buckskin
by Cruze Mode and out of a Whizmatic
mare named Ripomatic. It’s “GunM ARCH 2018
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smoke’s” first breeding season, and the
team is excited to see the results.
Range Herd’s other stallion is Roses
Irish Whiskey, now a 4-year-old. He’s by a
son of Paddys Irish Whiskey and out of a
Driftwood and Blue Valentine-bred mare
named Poco Rose Zero. The program’s
oldest stallion is Too Blue Breezy, a 1995
model with a level disposition he passes
to his offspring.
Both Hoover and Hawthorne (who
recently left the prison to establish his
own training business nearby) are
uncertain if Range Herd’s horses will ever
compete in a Ranching Heritage event,
which is open only to horses bred by
Ranching Heritage Breeders. It’s hard to
justify to the state the high cost of
showing horses.
“If we go and we win and make money,
that’s great,” says Hawthorne. “But if we
go and pay the $500 entry fee, pay for
hauling, pay for stalls, and then draw a
bad cow and we zero, that doesn’t really
look good.”
For now, the program will continue to
operate with the goal of breeding horses
for the prison’s needs. Hoover says if
you’re going to breed and raise horses,
they might as well be the best you can
afford to produce. In that way, the state’s
assets are worth more, too.
“If we can raise horses without a lot of
cost, why not make them more valuable?” he asks.
He starts up the truck and turns
toward headquarters. It’s time for lunch
W ESTER N H O R SEM A N

and to hear what the trustees think of
the horses.

FINDING FOCUS
THROUGH HORSES

Travis “Bucket Head” Johnson sits at the
end of the table with a small, nervous
grin. It’s not customary for an offender to
sit at a table with prison employees, and
it’s apparent he’d rather be out with the
horses than be interviewed.
Johnson has been at Angola Prison for
nearly 20 years after being convicted of
first-degree murder. He started his time
working in the fields and eventually
made Class A Trustee.
“Before 2014, all I’d ever been on was a
bucking horse at the rodeo,” he says. “I
was more scared of saddle horses than of
bucking horses.”
Angola holds the country’s longestrunning prison rodeos, held one weekend
every April and again every Sunday in
October. Johnson started rodeoing in
2003, but says he didn’t start winning
until about 2008.
He says he was apprehensive about
riding a saddle horse because he didn’t
think he’d like it. He grew up in Thibodaux, Louisiana—a town known for its
sugar-cane production—without any
direct ties to horses.
“Instead of an adrenaline rush from
broncs, [riding horses] gives me a
constant experience,” he says. “It’s
something I have to think about and
work on. It gives me a focus.”
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Johnson and most of the Range Herd
crew work six days a week, 13 hours a
day. They check out equipment—including syringes, knives and other tools
necessary for ranch work—and return it
at the end of the day. As Class A Trustees,
they are accounted for twice a day, at 11
a.m. and 3 p.m. during working hours.
“Horses are a positive focus instead of
thinking about some of the day-to-day
stuff that we have to deal with being in
prison,” he says. “When I make progress
I’m happy, and when I do something
wrong I get frustrated. But at the same
time, every night I think about what I
need to work on [with riding].”
Hoover says that despite being
unfamiliar with livestock and sometimes
being limited in their skill level, the men
are eager to learn.
“Some of these inmates have never
even seen a cow or been on a horse,” he
says. “It’s amazing how some of them
pick it up real quick, and some of them
don’t. It’s that mindset of being proud of
what you do, and it’s one of the reasons
we work so hard to have good horses and
good cattle.
“If you pull up with a trailer of good
horses, you’ll see them all peeking out of
the barn; they want to pick one out. Everything is an incentive to learn something,
to do better. They know, ‘If I do good, I can
pick out one of these new horses.’ ”
Johnson says he’s been learning to
rope, and he’s proud of the progress he’s
made. His goal is “to elevate my horsemanship to where they’ll trust me to ride
the real, super-great horses and know
that I’ll be able to take care of them.
“Right now I’m still learning, and I
know there’s certain things I can’t do with
a horse,” he says. “Eventually I want to be
able to train a horse, and to answer
somebody when they ask me a question,
and answer confidently because I’ll know
what I’m talking about.”
Hoover says the trustees’ accomplishments affect their mindset.
“They might not have ever accomplished anything in their life, except
crime,” he says, “so this is the first positive
thing they’ve done.”
Johnson is eager to leave the table and
get back to his horse, but says he can’t
wait to phone his mother and tell her
about the interview.
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Most of the men at the penitentiary are
“lifers” and are not eligible for parole.
They’ve been convicted of serious crimes
fueled by drugs, alcohol, gangs and bad
decisions. However, there are exceptions.
Kyle Hebert is an offender who works
as a clerk for Range Herd. He is not
serving a life sentence and has “got
numbers,” or a parole date. After being
convicted of attempted first-degree
murder 19 years ago at the age of 34, he
came to Angola. Spiritual guidance led
him to complete Bible college, become an
inmate minister and be involved in
mentor programs for other offenders.
“Little do people realize that Angola is
heaven on earth for those who want to do
the right thing,” he says. “There are places
in this prison where it’s hell. But [the
prisoners have] made it that way and
they have to live in that environment.”
Hebert plays a major role within
Range Herd, making sure the cattle are
tagged and accounted for (the missing
bull was found), the horses are vetted,
and tack and equipment is checked in
and out.
“Everything is on a cycle,” he says. “You
have your hay season, your weaning
season, your worming season for calves,
horses and cows. Coming into this, I
didn’t know what a catch pen or a chute
was, or what a cull was!”
His enthusiasm is contagious, making
it easy to see why he’s an effective
minister to the men. He credits the
horses for helping lifers cope with the
dark days and darker nights.
“Danny [Hoover] and the employees
see us as human beings, and the rest of
the world may not. And that’s okay. We’re
guilty,” he says. “God’s love is agape. It’s a
love with no strings attached. It’s easy to
love somebody when you want something, but what about when you don’t
want nothing? That’s what we have here
at Angola with these horses.
“These guys don’t look at these horses
as tools. They’re living, breathing
animals that have a soul. And they love
them, baby them and take care of them.
That’s their joy. The horse is their
therapy and the exit from this place. The
horses heal them.”
KATIE FRANK is associate editor at Western
Horseman. Send comments on this story to
edit@westernhorseman.com.
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